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Dear colleagues,

I have remarks on the characterizing of the educational level for the analyzed textbooks. I would prefer not to use the term >primary school< because in some countries it can mean the age level from five to eleven years old pupils, but in other countries it can mean the age level from eleven to fourteen years old pupils. I would rather distinguish the textbooks for >the first level of secondary education< (students from eleven to fourteen years) and the textbooks for the >second level of secondary education< (students from fifteen to eighteen years). So I would also omit the term >high school< on the Fig. 4 and replace it with >...some European secondary school geography textbooks<.

In the sentence >Teachers tend to emphasize a regional approach, whereas non-
teachers emphasize a thematic approach< I would replace the word >non-teachers< with the word >some experts for didactics of geography<.
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